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Software Engineering at Google
Software configuration management (SCM) is one of
the scientific tools that is aimed to bring control to the
software development process. This new resource is a
complete guide to implementing, operating, and
maintaining a successful SCM system for software
development. Project managers, system designers,
and software developers are presented with not only
the basics of SCM, but also the different phases in the
software development lifecycle and how SCM plays a
role in each phase. The factors that should be
considered and the pitfalls that should be avoided
while designing the SCM system and SCM plan are
also discussed. In addition, this third edition is
updated to include cloud computing and on-demand
systems. This book does not rely on one specific tool
or standard for explaining the SCM concepts and
techniques; In fact, it gives readers enough
information about SCM, the mechanics of SCM, and
SCM implementation, so that they can successfully
implement a SCM system.

A Software Engineering Approach to
LabVIEW
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critical. Education must start from an understanding
of the heart of software development, from familiar
ground that is common to all software development
endeavors. This book is an in-depth introduction to
software engineering that uses a systematic,
universal kernel to teach the essential elements of all
software engineering methods. This kernel, Essence,
is a vocabulary for defining methods and practices.
Essence was envisioned and originally created by Ivar
Jacobson and his colleagues, developed by Software
Engineering Method and Theory (SEMAT) and
approved by The Object Management Group (OMG) as
a standard in 2014. Essence is a practice-independent
framework for thinking and reasoning about the
practices we have and the practices we need.
Essence establishes a shared and standard
understanding of what is at the heart of software
development. Essence is agnostic to any particular
method, lifecycle independent, programming
language independent, concise, scalable, extensible,
and formally specified. Essence frees the practices
from their method prisons. The first part of the book
describes Essence, the essential elements to work
with, the essential things to do and the essential
competencies you need when developing software.
The other three parts describe more and more
advanced use cases of Essence. Using real but
manageable examples, it covers the fundamentals of
Essence and the innovative use of serious games to
support software engineering. It also explains how
current practices such as user stories, use cases,
Scrum, and micro-services can be described using
Essence, and illustrates how their activities can be
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checklists. The fourth part of the book offers a vision
how Essence can be scaled to support large, complex
systems engineering. Essence is supported by an
ecosystem developed and maintained by a
community of experienced people worldwide. From
this ecosystem, professors and students can select
what they need and create their own way of working,
thus learning how to create ONE way of working that
matches the particular situation and needs.

Software Engineering
Job titles like “Technical Architect” and “Chief
Architect” nowadays abound in software industry, yet
many people suspect that “architecture” is one of the
most overused and least understood terms in
professional software development. Gorton’s book
tries to resolve this dilemma. It concisely describes
the essential elements of knowledge and key skills
required to be a software architect. The explanations
encompass the essentials of architecture thinking,
practices, and supporting technologies. They range
from a general understanding of structure and quality
attributes through technical issues like middleware
components and service-oriented architectures to
recent technologies like model-driven architecture,
software product lines, aspect-oriented design, and
the Semantic Web, which will presumably influence
future software systems. This second edition contains
new material covering enterprise architecture, agile
development, enterprise service bus technologies,
RESTful Web services, and a case study on how to use
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illustrated by an ongoing real-world example. So if
you work as an architect or senior designer (or want
to someday), or if you are a student in software
engineering, here is a valuable and yet approachable
knowledge source for you.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
A highly readable text designed for beginning and
intermediate C programmers. While focusing on the
programming language, the book emphasises stylistic
issues and software engineering principles so as to
develop programs that are readable, maintainable,
portable, and efficient. The software engineering
techniques discussed throughout the text are
illustrated in a C interpreter, whose source listing is
provided on diskette, and highlighted "bug alerts"
offer tips on the common errors made by novice
programmers. Can be used as the primary course
textbook or as the main reference by programmers
intent on learning C.

The Essentials of Modern Software
Engineering
An integral element of software engineering is model
engineering. They both endeavor to minimize cost,
time, and risks with quality software. As such, model
engineering is a highly useful field that demands indepth research on the most current approaches and
techniques. Only by understanding the most up-todate research can these methods reach their fullest
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in Software Engineering is an essential publication
that prepares readers to exercise modeling and model
transformation and covers state-of-the-art research
and developments on various approaches for
methodologies and platforms of model-driven
architecture, applications and software development
of model-driven architecture, modeling languages,
and modeling tools. Highlighting a broad range of
topics including cloud computing, service-oriented
architectures, and modeling languages, this book is
ideally designed for engineers, programmers,
software designers, entrepreneurs, researchers,
academicians, and students.

Fundamentals of Dependable Computing
for Software Engineers
This book is the "Hello, World" tutorial for building
products, technologies, and teams in a startup
environment. It's based on the experiences of the
author, Yevgeniy (Jim) Brikman, as well as interviews
with programmers from some of the most successful
startups of the last decade, including Google,
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, GitHub, Stripe,
Instagram, AdMob, Pinterest, and many others. Hello,
Startup is a practical, how-to guide that consists of
three parts: Products, Technologies, and Teams.
Although at its core, this is a book for programmers,
by programmers, only Part II (Technologies) is
significantly technical, while the rest should be
accessible to technical and non-technical audiences
alike. If you’re at all interested in startups—whether
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a seasoned developer bored with large company
politics, or a manager looking to motivate your
engineers—this book is for you.

Software Essentials
Create more robust, more flexible LabVIEW
applications--through software design principles!
Writing LabVIEW software to perform a complex task
is never easy--especially when those last-minute
feature requests cause a complexity explosion in your
system, forcing you to rework much of your code! Jon
Conway and Steve Watts offer a better solution: LCODLabVIEW Component Oriented Design--which, for the
first time, applies the theories and principles of
software design to LabVIEW programming. The
material is presented in a lighthearted, engaging
manner that makes learning enjoyable, even if you're
not a computer scientist. LCOD software engineering
techniques make your software more robust and
better able to handle complexity--by making it
simpler! Even large, industrial-grade applications
become manageable. Design to embrace flexibility
first, making changes and bug fixes much less painful
Pragmatic discussion of the authors' tried and tested
techniques, written by--and for--working programmers
Covers design principles; LCOD overview,
implementation, and complementary techniques;
engineering essentials; style issues; and more
Complete with practical advice on requirements
gathering, prototyping, user interface design, and rich
with examples Work through an example LCOD
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tie the lessons together This book is intended for test
engineers, system integrators, electronics engineers,
software engineers, and other intermediate to
advanced LabVIEW programmers. None of the
methods discussed are complex, so users can benefit
as soon as they are proficient with the syntax of
LabVIEW.Go to the companion Web site located at
http: //author.phptr.com/watts/ for full source code
and book updates.

Software Configuration Management
Handbook, Third Edition
Computational Intelligence Techniques and Their
Applications to Software Engineering Problems
focuses on computational intelligence approaches as
applicable in varied areas of software engineering
such as software requirement prioritization, cost
estimation, reliability assessment, defect prediction,
maintainability and quality prediction, size estimation,
vulnerability prediction, test case selection and
prioritization, and much more. The concepts of expert
systems, case-based reasoning, fuzzy logic, genetic
algorithms, swarm computing, and rough sets are
introduced with their applications in software
engineering. The field of knowledge discovery is
explored using neural networks and data mining
techniques by determining the underlying and hidden
patterns in software data sets. Aimed at graduate
students and researchers in computer science
engineering, software engineering, information
technology, this book: Covers various aspects of inPage 8/38
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using computational intelligence techniques
Discusses the latest evolutionary approaches to
preliminary theory of different solve optimization
problems under software engineering domain Covers
heuristic as well as meta-heuristic algorithms
designed to provide better and optimized solutions
Illustrates applications including software requirement
prioritization, software cost estimation, reliability
assessment, software defect prediction, and more
Highlights swarm intelligence-based optimization
solutions for software testing and reliability problems

The Essentials of Modern Software
Engineering
A guide to the application of the theory and practice
of computing to develop and maintain software that
economically solves real-world problem How to
Engineer Software is a practical, how-to guide that
explores the concepts and techniques of model-based
software engineering using the Unified Modeling
Language. The author—a noted expert on the
topic—demonstrates how software can be developed
and maintained under a true engineering discipline.
He describes the relevant software engineering
practices that are grounded in Computer Science and
Discrete Mathematics. Model-based software
engineering uses semantic modeling to reveal as
many precise requirements as possible. This approach
separates business complexities from technology
complexities, and gives developers the most freedom
in finding optimal designs and code. The book
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partitioning and subdomain partitioning. It also
explores software documentation that specifically and
intentionally adds value for development and
maintenance. This important book: Contains many
illustrative examples of model-based software
engineering, from semantic model all the way to
executable code Explains how to derive verification
(acceptance) test cases from a semantic model
Describes project estimation, along with alternative
software development and maintenance processes
Shows how to develop and maintain cost-effective
software that solves real-world problems Written for
graduate and undergraduate students in software
engineering and professionals in the field, How to
Engineer Software offers an introduction to applying
the theory of computing with practice and judgment
in order to economically develop and maintain
software.

How to Engineer Software
Provides information on using the ticketing system
Request Tracker.

Hello, Startup
Project-based Software Engineering
Today, software engineers need to know not only how
to program effectively but also how to develop proper
engineering practices to make their codebase
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difference between programming and software
engineering. How can software engineers manage a
living codebase that evolves and responds to
changing requirements and demands over the length
of its life? Based on their experience at Google,
software engineers Titus Winters and Hyrum Wright,
along with technical writer Tom Manshreck, present a
candid and insightful look at how some of the world’s
leading practitioners construct and maintain software.
This book covers Google’s unique engineering culture,
processes, and tools and how these aspects
contribute to the effectiveness of an engineering
organization. You’ll explore three fundamental
principles that software organizations should keep in
mind when designing, architecting, writing, and
maintaining code: How time affects the sustainability
of software and how to make your code resilient over
time How scale affects the viability of software
practices within an engineering organization What
trade-offs a typical engineer needs to make when
evaluating design and development decisions

Essentials of Project and Systems
Engineering Management
Capturing a wealth of experience about the design of
object-oriented software, four top-notch designers
present a catalog of simple and succinct solutions to
commonly occurring design problems. Previously
undocumented, these 23 patterns allow designers to
create more flexible, elegant, and ultimately reusable
designs without having to rediscover the design
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what patterns are and how they can help you design
object-oriented software. They then go on to
systematically name, explain, evaluate, and catalog
recurring designs in object-oriented systems. With
Design Patterns as your guide, you will learn how
these important patterns fit into the software
development process, and how you can leverage
them to solve your own design problems most
efficiently. Each pattern describes the circumstances
in which it is applicable, when it can be applied in
view of other design constraints, and the
consequences and trade-offs of using the pattern
within a larger design. All patterns are compiled from
real systems and are based on real-world examples.
Each pattern also includes code that demonstrates
how it may be implemented in object-oriented
programming languages like C++ or Smalltalk.

Software engineering essentials volume
II: the supporting processes
Fundamentals of Dependable Computing for Software
Engineers presents the essential elements of
computer system dependability. The book describes a
comprehensive dependability-engineering process
and explains the roles of software and software
engineers in computer system dependability. Readers
will learn: Why dependability matters What it means
for a system to be dependable How to build a
dependable software system How to assess whether a
software system is adequately dependable The author
focuses on the actions needed to reduce the rate of
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essential for engineers developing systems with
extreme consequences of failure, such as safetycritical systems, security-critical systems, and critical
infrastructure systems. The text explores the systems
engineering aspects of dependability and provides a
framework for engineers to reason and make
decisions about software and its dependability. It also
offers a comprehensive approach to achieve software
dependability and includes a bibliography of the most
relevant literature. Emphasizing the software
engineering elements of dependability, this book
helps software and computer engineers in fields
requiring ultra-high levels of dependability, such as
avionics, medical devices, automotive electronics,
weapon systems, and advanced information systems,
construct software systems that are dependable and
within budget and time constraints.

Software Engineering Processes
Key problems for the IEEE Computer Society Certified
Software Development Professional (CSDP)
Certification Program IEEE Computer Society RealWorld Software Engineering Problems helps prepare
software engineering professionals for the IEEE
Computer Society Certified Software Development
Professional (CSDP) Certification Program. The book
offers workable, real-world sample problems with
solutions to help readers solve common problems. In
addition to its role as the definitive preparation guide
for the IEEE Computer Society Certified Software
Development Professional (CSDP) Certification
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guide for graduate-level courses in software
engineering or for professionals interested in
sharpening or refreshing their skills. The book
includes a comprehensive collection of sample
problems, each of which includes the problem's
statement, the solution, an explanation, and
references. Topics covered include: * Engineering
economics * Test * Ethics * Maintenance *
Professional practice * Software configuration *
Standards * Quality assurance * Requirements *
Metrics * Software design * Tools and methods *
Coding * SQA and V & V IEEE Computer Society RealWorld Software Engineering Problems offers an
invaluable guide to preparing for the IEEE Computer
Society Certified Software Development Professional
(CSDP) Certification Program for software
professionals, as well as providing students with a
practical resource for coursework or general study.

Design Patterns
Computer Architecture/Software Engineering

Computational Intelligence Techniques
and Their Applications to Software
Engineering Problems
For one-semester courses in software engineering.
Introduces software engineering techniques for
developing software products and apps With
Engineering Software Products, author Ian
Sommerville takes a unique approach to teaching
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software products and apps that are familiar to
students, rather than focusing on project-based
techniques. Written in an informal style, this book
focuses on software engineering techniques that are
relevant for software product engineering. Topics
covered include personas and scenarios, cloud-based
software, microservices, security and privacy and
DevOps. The text is designed for students taking their
first course in software engineering with experience in
programming using a modern programming language
such as Java, Python or Ruby.

Essentials of Software Engineering
The software profession has a problem, widely
recognized but which nobody seems willing to do
anything about; a variant of the well known
""telephone game,"" where some trivial rumor is
repeated from one person to the next until it has
become distorted beyond recognition and blown up
out of all proportion. Unfortunately, the objects of this
telephone game are generally considered cornerstone
truths of the discipline, to the point that their
acceptance now seems to hinder further progress.
This book takes a look at some of those ""ground
truths"" the claimed 10x variation in productivity
between developers; the ""software crisis""; the costof-change curve; the ""cone of uncertainty""; and
more. It assesses the real weight of the evidence
behind these ideas - and confronts the scary prospect
of moving the state of the art forward in a discipline
that has had the ground kicked from under it.
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Advancements in Model-Driven
Architecture in Software Engineering
This book is a must-have resource for those
engineering professionals seeking out best practice in
engineering leadership and innovation. It is
underpinned by years of applied experience in
engineering settings, and is designed to develop and
prepare engineers as leaders to accept the technical
and managerial challenges that they will face as
professionals At a time when engineering and
innovation in technology is of importance on so many
fronts, this text encourages engineers and technical
professionals to become effective, socially conscious
leaders and innovators. The text and course material
is designed to create an environment of interactive,
high-engagement learning that will produce lifelong
skills. Some of the many benefits of this book include:
Accompanying notes, instructor’s manual, sample
syllabi for qualifying textbook adoption; A
complementary website with a wealth of ancillary
resources; Case studies in STEM contexts; An
international approach, underpinned by years of
experience in US settings; Practical advice on how to
distinguish yourself as an engineering leader; A solid
grounding in ethics and professional responsibility.
Drawing together best practice in engineering
leadership education, and current research in the
field, this book is an essential read for those wishing
to develop expertise in engineering leadership.
Current professionals in the field, educators as well as
students of engineering wishing to excel, will all be
particularly interested readers.
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Essentials of Engineering Leadership and
Innovation
A complete introduction to building robust and
reliable software Beginning Software Engineering
demystifies the software engineering methodologies
and techniques that professional developers use to
design and build robust, efficient, and consistently
reliable software. Free of jargon and assuming no
previous programming, development, or management
experience, this accessible guide explains important
concepts and techniques that can be applied to any
programming language. Each chapter ends with
exercises that let you test your understanding and
help you elaborate on the chapter's main concepts.
Everything you need to understand waterfall, Sashimi,
agile, RAD, Scrum, Kanban, Extreme Programming,
and many other development models is inside!
Describes in plain English what software engineering
is Explains the roles and responsibilities of team
members working on a software engineering project
Outlines key phases that any software engineering
effort must handle to produce applications that are
powerful and dependable Details the most popular
software development methodologies and explains
the different ways they handle critical development
tasks Incorporates exercises that expand upon each
chapter's main ideas Includes an extensive glossary
of software engineering terms

Essentials of Software Engineering
The Third Edition of Essentials of Project and Systems
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the design, development, and engineering of systems
effectively and efficiently. The book both defines and
describes the essentials of project and systems
engineering management and, moreover, shows the
critical relationship and interconnection between
project management and systems engineering. The
author's comprehensive presentation has proven
successful in enabling both engineers and project
managers to understand their roles, collaborate, and
quickly grasp and apply all the basic principles.
Readers familiar with the previous two critically
acclaimed editions will find much new material in this
latest edition, including: Multiple views of and
approaches to architectures The systems engineer
and software engineering The acquisition of systems
Problems with systems, software, and requirements
Group processes and decision making System
complexity and integration Throughout the
presentation, clear examples help readers understand
how concepts have been put into practice in realworld situations. With its unique integration of project
management and systems engineering, this book
helps both engineers and project managers across a
broad range of industries successfully develop and
manage a project team that, in turn, builds successful
systems. For engineering and management students
in such disciplines as technology management,
systems engineering, and industrial engineering, the
book provides excellent preparation for moving from
the classroom to industry.

Team Topologies
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Software Essentials: Design and Construction
explicitly defines and illustrates the basic elements of
software design and construction, providing a solid
understanding of control flow, abstract data types
(ADTs), memory, type relationships, and dynamic
behavior. This text evaluates the benefits and
overhead of object-oriented design (OOD) and
analyzes software design options. With a structured
but hands-on approach, the book: Delineates
malleable and stable characteristics of software
design Explains how to evaluate the short- and longterm costs and benefits of design decisions Compares
and contrasts design solutions, such as composition
versus inheritance Includes supportive appendices
and a glossary of over 200 common terms Covers key
topics such as polymorphism, overloading, and more
While extensive examples are given in C# and/or
C++, often demonstrating alternative solutions,
design—not syntax—remains the focal point of
Software Essentials: Design and Construction. About
the Cover: Although capacity may be a problem for a
doghouse, other requirements are usually minimal.
Unlike skyscrapers, doghouses are simple units. They
do not require plumbing, electricity, fire alarms,
elevators, or ventilation systems, and they do not
need to be built to code or pass inspections. The
range of complexity in software design is similar.
Given available software tools and libraries—many of
which are free—hobbyists can build small or shortlived computer apps. Yet, design for software
longevity, security, and efficiency can be intricate—as
is the design of large-scale systems. How can a
software developer prepare to manage such
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Essential Software Architecture
Practical Handbook to understand the hidden
language of computer hardware and software
DESCRIPTION This book teaches the essentials of
software engineering to anyone who wants to become
an active and independent software engineer expert.
It covers all the software engineering fundamentals
without forgetting a few vital advanced topics such as
software engineering with artificial intelligence,
ontology, and data mining in software engineering.
The primary goal of the book is to introduce a limited
number of concepts and practices which will achieve
the following two objectives: Teach students the skills
needed to execute a smallish commercial project.
Provide students with the necessary conceptual
background for undertaking advanced studies in
software engineering through courses or on their own.
KEY FEATURES - This book contains real-time
executed examples along with case studies. - Covers
advanced technologies that are intersectional with
software engineering. - Easy and simple language,
crystal clear approach, and straight forward
comprehensible presentation. - Understand what
architecture design involves, and where it fits in the
full software development life cycle. - Learning and
optimizing the critical relationships between analysis
and design. - Utilizing proven and reusable design
primitives and adapting them to specific problems
and contexts. WHAT WILL YOU LEARN This book
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foundational. As executing a software project requires
skills in two dimensions—engineering and project
management—this book focuses on crucial tasks in
these two dimensions and discuss the concepts and
techniques that can be applied to execute these tasks
effectively. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR The book is
primarily intended to work as a beginner’s guide for
Software Engineering in any undergraduate or
postgraduate program. It is directed towards students
who know the program but have not had formal
exposure to software engineering. The book can also
be used by teachers and trainers who are in a similar
state—they know some programming but want to be
introduced to the systematic approach of software
engineering. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1. Introductory
Concepts of Software Engineering 2. Modelling
Software Development Life Cycle 3. Software
Requirement Analysis and Specification 4. Software
Project Management Framework 5. Software Project
Analysis and Design 6. Object-Oriented Analysis and
Design 7. Designing Interfaces & Dialogues and
Database Design 8. Coding and Debugging 9.
Software Testing 10. System Implementation and
Maintenance 11.Reliability 12. Software Quality 13.
CASE and Reuse 14. Recent Trends and Development
in Software Engineering 15. Model Questions with
Answers

Essentials of the Finite Element Method
Project-Based Software Engineering is the first book
to provide hands-on process and practice in software
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presents steps through the software development life
cycle and two running case studies that develop as
the steps are presented. Running parallel to the
process presentation and case studies, the book
supports a semester-long software development
project. This book focuses on object-oriented software
development, and supports the conceptualization,
analysis, design and implementation of an objectoriented project. It is mostly language-independent,
with necessary code examples in Java. A subset of
UML is used, with the notation explained as needed to
support the readers' work. Two running case studies a
video game and a library check out system show the
development of a software project. Both have sample
deliverables and thus provide the reader with
examples of the type of work readers are to create.
This book is appropriate for readers looking to gain
experience in project analysis, design
implementation, and testing.

Managing Software Projects
In Team Topologies DevOps consultants Matthew
Skelton and Manuel Pais share secrets of successful
team patterns and interactions to help readers choose
and evolve the right team patterns for their
organization, making sure to keep the software
healthy and optimize value streams. Team Topologies
will help readers discover: • Team patterns used by
successful organizations. • Common team patterns to
avoid with modern software systems. • When and
why to use different team patterns • How to evolve
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C A Software Engineering Approach
"Software Engineering" describes the current state-ofthe-art practice of software engineering, beginning
with an overview of current issues and focusing on
the engineering of large complex systems. The text
illustrates the phases of the software development life
cycle: requirements, design, implementation, testing
and maintenance.

IEEE Computer Society Real-World
Software Engineering Problems
This book focuses on software architecture and the
value of architecture in the development of long-lived,
mission-critical, trustworthy software-systems. The
author introduces and demonstrates the powerful
strategy of “Managed Evolution,” along with the
engineering best practice known as “Principle-based
Architecting.” The book examines in detail
architecture principles for e.g., Business Value,
Changeability, Resilience, and Dependability. The
author argues that the software development
community has a strong responsibility to produce and
operate useful, dependable, and trustworthy
software. Software should at the same time provide
business value and guarantee many quality-of-service
properties, including security, safety, performance,
and integrity. As Dr. Furrer states, “Producing
dependable software is a balancing act between
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functionality and investing in the quality-of-service
properties of the software-systems.” The book
presents extensive coverage of such concepts as:
Principle-Based Architecting Managed Evolution
Strategy The Future Principles for Business Value
Legacy Software Modernization/Migration Architecture
Principles for Changeability Architecture Principles for
Resilience Architecture Principles for Dependability
The text is supplemented with numerous figures,
tables, examples and illustrative quotations. FutureProof Software-Systems provides a set of good
engineering practices, devised for integration into
most software development processes dedicated to
the creation of software-systems that incorporate
Managed Evolution.

Introduction to Software Engineering
A decade ago nobody could have imagined the crucial
role that software would play in our everyday life. The
artificial boundaries between hardware, software,
telecommunication, and many other disciplines are
getting blurred very rapidly. This book presents the
essentials of theory and practice of software
engineering in an abstracted form. Presenting the
information based on software development life cycle,
the text guides the students through all the stages of
software production—Requirements, Designing,
Construction, Testing and Maintenance. Key Features
: Emphasizes on non-coding areas Includes
appendices on “need to know” basis Makes the
learning easier as organized by software development
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on Software Engineering or for conducting training
programmes for software professionals. This book will
be equally useful to the instructors of software
engineering as well as busy professionals who wish to
grasp the essentials of software engineering without
attending a formal instructional course.

Engineering Software Products
SEMAT (Software Engineering Methods and Theory) is
an international initiative designed to identify a
common ground, or universal standard, for software
engineering. It is supported by some of the most
distinguished contributors to the field. Creating a
simple language to describe methods and practices,
the SEMAT team expresses this common ground as a
kernel–or framework–of elements essential to all
software development. The Essence of Software
Engineering introduces this kernel and shows how to
apply it when developing software and improving a
team’s way of working. It is a book for software
professionals, not methodologists. Its usefulness to
development team members, who need to evaluate
and choose the best practices for their work, goes
well beyond the description or application of any
single method. “Software is both a craft and a
science, both a work of passion and a work of
principle. Writing good software requires both wild
flights of imagination and creativity, as well as the
hard reality of engineering tradeoffs. This book is an
attempt at describing that balance.” —Robert Martin
(unclebob) “The work of Ivar Jacobson and his
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has taken a systematic approach to identifying a
‘kernel’ of software engineering principles and
practices that have stood the test of time and
recognition.” —Bertrand Meyer “The software
development industry needs and demands a core
kernel and language for defining software
development practices—practices that can be mixed
and matched, brought on board from other
organizations; practices that can be measured;
practices that can be integrated; and practices that
can be compared and contrasted for speed, quality,
and price. This thoughtful book gives a good
grounding in ways to think about the problem, and a
language to address the need, and every software
engineer should read it.” —Richard Soley

Fundamentals of Software Architecture
Salary surveys worldwide regularly place software
architect in the top 10 best jobs, yet no real guide
exists to help developers become architects. Until
now. This book provides the first comprehensive
overview of software architecture’s many aspects.
Aspiring and existing architects alike will examine
architectural characteristics, architectural patterns,
component determination, diagramming and
presenting architecture, evolutionary architecture,
and many other topics. Mark Richards and Neal
Ford—hands-on practitioners who have taught
software architecture classes professionally for
years—focus on architecture principles that apply
across all technology stacks. You’ll explore software
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the innovations of the past decade. This book
examines: Architecture patterns: The technical basis
for many architectural decisions Components:
Identification, coupling, cohesion, partitioning, and
granularity Soft skills: Effective team management,
meetings, negotiation, presentations, and more
Modernity: Engineering practices and operational
approaches that have changed radically in the past
few years Architecture as an engineering discipline:
Repeatable results, metrics, and concrete valuations
that add rigor to software architecture

The Essence of Software Engineering
Fundamental coverage, analytic mathematics, and upto-date software applications are hard to find in a
single text on the finite element method (FEM).
Dimitrios Pavlou’s Essentials of the Finite Element
Method: For Structural and Mechanical Engineers
makes the search easier by providing a
comprehensive but concise text for those new to FEM,
or just in need of a refresher on the essentials.
Essentials of the Finite Element Method explains the
basics of FEM, then relates these basics to a number
of practical engineering applications. Specific topics
covered include linear spring elements, bar elements,
trusses, beams and frames, heat transfer, and
structural dynamics. Throughout the text, readers are
shown step-by-step detailed analyses for finite
element equations development. The text also
demonstrates how FEM is programmed, with
examples in MATLAB, CALFEM, and ANSYS allowing
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code. Suitable for everyone from first-time BSc/MSc
students to practicing mechanical/structural
engineers, Essentials of the Finite Element Method
presents a complete reference text for the modern
engineer. Provides complete and unified coverage of
the fundamentals of finite element analysis Covers
stiffness matrices for widely used elements in
mechanical and civil engineering practice Offers
detailed and integrated solutions of engineering
examples and computer algorithms in ANSYS,
CALFEM, and MATLAB

Fundamentals of Software Engineering
All disciplines of science and engineering use
numerical methods for complex problem analysis, due
to the highly mathematical nature of the field.
Analytical methods alone are unable to solve many
complex problems engineering students and
professionals confront. Introduction to MATLAB®
Programming for Engineers and Scientists examines
the basic elements of code writing, and describes
MATLAB® methods for solving common engineering
problems and applications across the range of
engineering disciplines. The text uses a class-tested
learning approach and accessible two-color page
design to guide students from basic programming to
the skills needed for future coursework and
engineering practice.

Beginning Software Engineering
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significant role in computing and informatics,
necessitated by the complexities inherent in largescale software development. To deal with these
difficulties, the conventional life-cycle approaches to
software engineering are now giving way to the
"process system" approach, encompassing
development methods, infrastructure, organization,
and management. Until now, however, no book fully
addressed process-based software engineering or set
forth a fundamental theory and framework of
software engineering processes. Software Engineering
Processes: Principles and Applications does just that.
Within a unified framework, this book presents a
comparative analysis of current process models and
formally describes their algorithms. It systematically
enables comparison between current models,
avoidance of ambiguity in application, and
simplification of manipulation for practitioners. The
authors address a broad range of topics within
process-based software engineering and the
fundamental theories and philosophies behind them.
They develop a software engineering process
reference model (SEPRM) to show how to solve the
problems of different process domains, orientations,
structures, taxonomies, and methods. They derive a
set of process benchmarks-based on a series of
international surveys-that support validation of the
SEPRM model. Based on their SEPRM model and the
unified process theory, they demonstrate that current
process models can be integrated and their
assessment results can be transformed between each
other. Software development is no longer just a black
art or laboratory activity. It is an industrialized
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programmers, but of organization and project
managers and quality assurance specialists. Software
Engineering Processes: Principles and Applications is
the key to understanding, using, and improving upon
effective engineering procedures for software
development.

Future-Proof Software-Systems
The first course in software engineering is the most
critical. Education must start from an understanding
of the heart of software development, from familiar
ground that is common to all software development
endeavors. This book is an in-depth introduction to
software engineering that uses a systematic,
universal kernel to teach the essential elements of all
software engineering methods. This kernel, Essence,
is a vocabulary for defining methods and practices.
Essence was envisioned and originally created by Ivar
Jacobson and his colleagues, developed by Software
Engineering Method and Theory (SEMAT) and
approved by The Object Management Group (OMG) as
a standard in 2014. Essence is a practice-independent
framework for thinking and reasoning about the
practices we have and the practices we need.
Essence establishes a shared and standard
understanding of what is at the heart of software
development. Essence is agnostic to any particular
method, lifecycle independent, programming
language independent, concise, scalable, extensible,
and formally specified. Essence frees the practices
from their method prisons. The first part of the book
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with, the essential things to do and the essential
competencies you need when developing software.
The other three parts describe more and more
advanced use cases of Essence. Using real but
manageable examples, it covers the fundamentals of
Essence and the innovative use of serious games to
support software engineering. It also explains how
current practices such as user stories, use cases,
Scrum, and micro-services can be described using
Essence, and illustrates how their activities can be
represented using the Essence notions of cards and
checklists. The fourth part of the book offers a vision
how Essence can be scaled to support large, complex
systems engineering. Essence is supported by an
ecosystem developed and maintained by a
community of experienced people worldwide. From
this ecosystem, professors and students can select
what they need and create their own way of working,
thus learning how to create ONE way of working that
matches the particular situation and needs.

The Leprechauns of Software
Engineering
An industry insider explains why there is so much bad
software—and why academia doesn't teach
programmers what industry wants them to know. Why
is software so prone to bugs? So vulnerable to
viruses? Why are software products so often delayed,
or even canceled? Is software development really
hard, or are software developers just not that good at
it? In The Problem with Software, Adam Barr
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what causes it, and offers some suggestions on how
to improve the situation. For one thing, Barr points
out, academia doesn't teach programmers what they
actually need to know to do their jobs: how to work in
a team to create code that works reliably and can be
maintained by somebody other than the original
authors. As the size and complexity of commercial
software have grown, the gap between academic
computer science and industry has widened. It's an
open secret that there is little engineering in software
engineering, which continues to rely not on codified
scientific knowledge but on intuition and experience.
Barr, who worked as a programmer for more than
twenty years, describes how the industry has evolved,
from the era of mainframes and Fortran to today's
embrace of the cloud. He explains bugs and why
software has so many of them, and why today's
interconnected computers offer fertile ground for
viruses and worms. The difference between good and
bad software can be a single line of code, and Barr
includes code to illustrate the consequences of
seemingly inconsequential choices by programmers.
Looking to the future, Barr writes that the best
prospect for improving software engineering is the
move to the cloud. When software is a service and not
a product, companies will have more incentive to
make it good rather than “good enough to ship."

RT Essentials
Essentials of Software Engineering, Second Edition is
a comprehensive, yet concise introduction to the core
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development. Ideal for new students or seasoned
professionals looking for a new career in the area of
software engineering, this text presents the complete
life cycle of a software system, from inception to
release and through support. The authors have
broken the text into six distinct sections covering
programming concepts, system analysis and design,
principles of software engineering, development and
support processes, methodologies, and product
management. Presenting topics emphasized by the
IEEE Computer Society sponsored Software
Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) and by the
Software Engineering 2004 Curriculum Guidelines for
Undergraduate Degree Programs in Software
Engineering, the second edition of Essentials of
Software Engineering is an exceptional text for those
entering the exciting world of software development.
New topics of the Second Edition include: Process
definition and communications added in Chapter 4
Requirements traceability added in Chapter 6 Further
design concerns, such as impedance mismatch in
Chapter 7 Law of Demeter in Chapter 8 Measuring
project properties and GQM in Chapter 13 Security
and software engineering in a new Chapter 14

Introduction to Software Engineering
Design
Like other sciences and engineering disciplines,
software engineering requires a cycle of model
building, experimentation, and learning. Experiments
are valuable tools for all software engineers who are
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methods, techniques, languages and tools. The
purpose of Experimentation in Software Engineering
is to introduce students, teachers, researchers, and
practitioners to empirical studies in software
engineering, using controlled experiments. The
introduction to experimentation is provided through a
process perspective, and the focus is on the steps
that we have to go through to perform an experiment.
The book is divided into three parts. The first part
provides a background of theories and methods used
in experimentation. Part II then devotes one chapter
to each of the five experiment steps: scoping,
planning, execution, analysis, and result presentation.
Part III completes the presentation with two
examples. Assignments and statistical material are
provided in appendixes. Overall the book provides
indispensable information regarding empirical studies
in particular for experiments, but also for case
studies, systematic literature reviews, and surveys. It
is a revision of the authors’ book, which was
published in 2000. In addition, substantial new
material, e.g. concerning systematic literature
reviews and case study research, is introduced. The
book is self-contained and it is suitable as a course
book in undergraduate or graduate studies where the
need for empirical studies in software engineering is
stressed. Exercises and assignments are included to
combine the more theoretical material with practical
aspects. Researchers will also benefit from the book,
learning more about how to conduct empirical
studies, and likewise practitioners may use it as a
“cookbook” when evaluating new methods or
techniques before implementing them in their
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Experimentation in Software Engineering
Practical Guidance on the Efficient Development of
High-Quality Software Introduction to Software
Engineering, Second Edition equips students with the
fundamentals to prepare them for satisfying careers
as software engineers regardless of future changes in
the field, even if the changes are unpredictable or
disruptive in nature. Retaining the same organization
as its predecessor, this second edition adds
considerable material on open source and agile
development models. The text helps students
understand software development techniques and
processes at a reasonably sophisticated level.
Students acquire practical experience through team
software projects. Throughout much of the book, a
relatively large project is used to teach about the
requirements, design, and coding of software. In
addition, a continuing case study of an agile software
development project offers a complete picture of how
a successful agile project can work. The book covers
each major phase of the software development life
cycle, from developing software requirements to
software maintenance. It also discusses project
management and explains how to read software
engineering literature. Three appendices describe
software patents, command-line arguments, and
flowcharts.

The Problem with Software
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Essentials of Software Engineering is a user-friendly,
comprehensive introduction to the core fundamental
topics and methodologies of software development.
The authors, building off their 25 years of experience,
present the complete life cycle of a software system,
from inception to release and through support. The
text is broken into six distinct sections, covering
programming concepts, system analysis and design,
principles of software engineering, development and
support processes, methodologies, and product
management. Presenting topics emphasized by the
IEEE Computer Society sponsored Software
Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) and by the
Software Engineering 2004 Curriculum Guidelines for
Undergraduate Degree Programs in Software
Engineering, Essentials of Software Engineering is the
ideal text for students entering the world of software
development.

MATLAB® Essentials
'Introduction to software engineering design'
emphasizes design practice at an introductory level
using object-oriented analysis and design techniques
and UML 2.0. Readers will learn to use best practices
in software design and development. Pedagogical
features include learning objectives and orientation
diagrams, summaries of key concepts, end-of-section
quizzes, a large running case study, team projects,
over 400 end-of-chapter exercises, and a glossary of
key terms. This text covers all aspects of software
design in four parts - Part I introduces the discipline of
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management; Part II covers software product design,
including analysis activities such as needs elicitation
and documentation, requirements development
activities such as requirements specification and
validation, prototyping, and use case modeling; Part
III coversengineering design analysis, including
conceptual modeling and both architectural and
detailed design; Part IV surveys patterns in software
design, including architectural styles and common
mid-level design patterns.
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